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Abstract
In the last decade, the focus of agent research has shifted from single agent systems to 
multi-agent systems (MASs). Dynamic agent coordination is one of the challenge problems of 
multi-agent research. One coordination problem is how to achieve agent scheduling under 
open dynamic environments. Petri Nets (PNs) and Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) are system 
study tools that provide an appropriate mathematical formalism for the description, 
construction and analysis of distributed and concurrent systems. In this paper, we present a 
CPN based strategy to schedule and allocate new tasks to suitable agent(s) or agent 
combinations. In this strategy, through using CPNs to represent the dynamic statuses of 
agents, agent coordinators are able to check concurrent agent statuses and make correct and 
optimal decisions.
1. Introduction 
In the last decade, the focus of agent research has shifted from single agent systems to 
multi-agent systems (MASs). This is because capability and resource limitations of single 
agents make them unable to solve complex problems individually [4]. Currently, certain 
MASs, such as information assistants [12] and supply chain systems [10], need to operate in 
open, vast and distributed environments. These circumstances require agents of the system to 
form loosely coupled cooperation relationships. On the other hand, many applications require 
MASs to include various agents to work together. These agents could be heterogeneous, self-
interested and may possess high-level autonomy/intelligence [4, 5]. Open environments, 
heterogeneity and intelligence create difficult challenges for developing multi-agent 
coordination strategies.  
One challenge of current multi-agent system (MAS) research is that in open environments, 
how to find out the most suitable agent(s) or agent combination to achieve new tasks according 
to the current statuses and desires of agents. Toward this challenge, in this paper, we present a 
Coloured Petri Net (CPN) based strategy to select suitable agent(s) or agent combinations to 
accomplish tasks under open environments.  
Petri Nets (PNs) [7, 9] and Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) [2, 3] are system study tools that 
provide an appropriate mathematical formalism for the description, construction and analysis 
of distributed and concurrent systems. They can express statuses of concurrent systems in 
graphical representations and well-defined semantics, and allow formal analysis of future 
system status transformations [3]. In the strategy proposed in this paper, we use CPNs to 
represent the dynamic statuses of agents and the tasks of the MAS will be allocated to agent(s) 
or agent combinations according to their statuses. Here, we take Production Scheduling 
problems [11] as a sample application domain to explain the strategy. However, the strategy 
can be extended in wider problems.  
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The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. The description about PNs, CPNs, and
PN theories that we used in this strategy are briefly introduced in Section 2. The CPN based 
strategy for multi-agent scheduling is presented in Section 3. Finally, conclusions and future 
direction of this work are presented in Section 4. 
2. Petri Nets and Coloured Petri Nets
In this strategy, we use Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs), which is a kind of high level Petri Nets
(PNs), to model and represent the dynamic statuses of agents. PNs and CPNs provide a 
framework for the construction and analysis of distributed and concurrent systems. A Petri Net
(PN)/Coloured Petri Net (CPN) model of a system describes the states, which the system may
be in, and the transitions between these states. In the following subsection, we will briefly 
describe the basic concepts of PNs and CPNs. 
The basic structure of a PN can be formally defined by a 4-tuple (P, T, A, N) (see Figure 1), 
where P is a set of Places, such as P1, P2, P3 and P4; T is a set of Transitions, such as T1, T2
and T3; A is a set of Arcs, such as the arc from P1 to T1, T1 to P1, P2 to T1, etc.; and N is a
set of Token, for example, in Figure 1, P1 and P3 have one token in the initial state. Net
structure and transition firing rules are associated together to describe how system states
transfer. There are a number of transition firing rules associated with different types of PNs. 
However, all kinds PNs share a common firing property: a transition can be fired if the token 
number of all input places is equal to or greater than their arcs’ weights [7]. After a transition 








Figure 1. An example of PNs 
A CPN can be defined by a 9-tuple ( , P, T, A, N, C, G, E, I), where is a set of non-
empty types, also called Colored sets; P is a set of Places; T is a set of Transitions; A is a set of
Arcs; N is a node function; C is a color function; G is a guard function; E is an arc expression
function; and I is an initialization function. CPNs differ from PNs because their tokens are not 
simply blank markers, but have data associated with them. A token’s color is a schema or
specification. Places of CPNs contain multi-sets of tokens. Arcs of CPNs specify the 
token/tokens that they can carry and can also specify some transfer conditions. Arcs exiting
and entering a place can have an associated constrain function to determine which multi-set
elements are to removed or hold. Transitions of CPNs are associated with some guard
functions that enforce some constraints on tokens.
According to the Matrix Equation Method [7] of PN theory, the input and output functions
of a PN model can be expressed as two matrixes D- and D+, which are called Input Matrix and 
Output Matrix, respectively. The subtraction result of D+ and D- is defined as Composite
Change Matrix (CCM) D, where D = D+-D-. Furthermore, in the matrix equation method, the 
marking of a PN model is represented as a Marking Set (MS) μ= (m1, m2, …, mn), where mn
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represents the token number of the nth place. For instance, in Figure 1, the input and output












With CCM and MS, we can analyse future states of a PN model by using following
Equation.
Df )( (2)
In Equation 2,  is a sequence of transition firings, f( ) is called firing vector, and μ’ is the
marking set after  is fired. Take Figure 1 as an example, if we want to know the marking of 
the PN after T3 is fired, we can let =t3, and calculate μ’ by following Equation 2, then we 









3. A CPN based strategy for multi-agent scheduling
It is becoming consensus that CPNs are one of the best ways to model concurrent systems.
In the context of AI, there are a number of works of using PNs or CPNs to model agent
systems and MASs. Mariusz describes a layered approach based on CPNs that can be used for
modelling complex, concurrent conversations among agents in a multi-agent system [6]. Cost 
proposes the use of CPNs as a model underlying a language for protocol specification by
taking the advantages of CPNs’ great expressive power to support for concurrency [1].
Poutakidis uses Petri Nets to monitor agent conversations and to provide precise and 
informative error messages when agent communication protocols are not correctly followed by
the agents [8]. In the strategy presented in this paper, we will use CPNs to represent statuses of
agents of a MAS.
3.1. The scenario: production scheduling systems 
In this paper, we choose production scheduling as the application domain of the strategy. In
recent years, MASs have been successfully applied to solve many problems of manufacturing
areas. A Production Scheduling Multi-agent System (PSMAS) [11] is a MAS to handle that 
can autonomously handle production scheduling problems. The structure of a PSMAS is
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The structure of PSMAS 
In a PSMAS, Manufacture Agents (MAs) are in charge of maintaining products 
manufacturing processes of subsidiary factories of a company and the Planning/Scheduling
Agent (PSA), which is a higher level coordination agent, is in charge of allocating production
resources and tasks to subsidiary factories, and deciding whether to accept indents from
customers. To make correct decisions, the PSA must aware the statuses of MAs. Therefore, a
formal representation format of MAs’ statuses is necessary to enable PSA to understand. In 









Figure 3. An example of CPN representation of MA status
3.2. Use CPNs to represent agent status 
By using CPNs, a MA’s resource-product relationship can be modeled as a net of 
components. The transitions of CPNs can be used to represent producing processes, input 
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places of a transition can be used to represent resources required for a producing process,
output places can be used to represent output product of a producing process, and tokens in 
input/output places represent units of resource/product that currently in the places. For
example, the Figure 3 shows the resource-product relationship of a manufacture agent MA1. In
this example, input places P1 and P2 conduct resources (RA and RB) for process T1; the output 
of T1 is RC, which is contained in P3, at the same time RC and RD are resources for process T2; 
at last, the final output product of MA1 is RE, which is contained in P5. The status of MA1 is 
represented by the marking allocation of the CPN. In the current moment of Figure 1, there is
one token in P1, P2 and P4, which means the factory currently has one unit RA, RB and RD.
3.3. The scheduling strategy 
Using CPNs to represent resource-product relationships and resource allocation statuses of
MAs can enable the PSA to analyse MAs’ statuses and make precise decisions on following 
problems:
(1) Whether the indent from a customer is acceptable;
(2) Which MA(s) can accomplish the indent; 
(3) If a single MA cannot achieve an indent, which MA combination can do it?
(4) Which way is the optimal way (with lowest cost) to accomplish an indent. 
Before introducing the detailed strategy, we first give following definitions.
Definition 1. Output Set (OS): The OS of a MA is the set of output product of all producing
procedures of the MA. For example, in Figure 3, the OS= (OC, OE).
Definition 2. Total Output Set (TOS): If a PSMAS has n MAs, and the OS of each MA is





Definition 3. Request Product Set (RPS): If a PSMAS receive an indent from a customer, the 
RPS of the indent is the set of required products that included in the indent.
Definition 4. Lacking Set (LS): The LS of a MA is the set of lacking resources that embarrass
some producing processes.
3.3.1. Production scope analysis: The first problem of production scheduling is to check 
whether the required products of the indent are with in the production scope of the company.
In this strategy, if RPS TOS, we can say that the indent is with in the production scope of the
system. Otherwise the indent will be out of the production scope of the company and the 
indent cannot be accepted. For example, Figure 4 shows the current statues of manufacture 
agent MA1, MA2, MA3 and MA4, which are belong to production scheduling MAS PSMAS1.
According to Definition 1 and Definition 2, we can know that the TOS of PSMAS1 is (RC,
RD, RE, RH, RK, RL). If PSMAS1 receives two indents I1 (RPS1= (RE, RX)) and I2 (RPS2=
(RE)), we can find that I1 is out of the production scope of PSMAS1 because RPS1 TOS.
3.3.2. Task allocation and MA status analysis: Even if RPS TOS, we still cannot say that 
the company can accept the indent. The PSA needs to apply further analysis to find out which 
agent(s) is/are suitable for the task and whether the current status of the agent allows it to 
accomplish the task. In this strategy, this analysis is achieved through calculating the future
markings of MA CPNs. For example, suppose the matrix equations of CPNs of Figure 4 are
D1, D2, D3 and D4, respectively, and PSMAS1 receives an indent with RPS= (RD, RH), and we
want to analyse whether the current status of MA2 can satisfy the indent (we do not need to
analyse other MAs because only MA2 can output RD and RH. According to the matrix equation 
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method, which is introduced in Section 2, we can achieve the analysis through calculating
Equation 4, and we can find that the solution is x= (1, 1, 0). Hence, the indent can be 
accomplished by MA2 and the required processes are T1 and T2. Therefore, the producing task 
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Figure 4. CPNs of MA statuses
In the example of last paragraph, the producing task can be accomplished by a MA
individually. However, in some more complex cases, the producing tasks need to be achieved 
by more than one agent. For instance, PSMAS1 received an indent where RPS=(RE). MA1 is 
the only agent that can produce RE. However, with current marking set, we cannot find a 
solution for x through the same calculation as Equation 4. This indicates that MA1 is lacking 
some resources to operate the task, so it cannot accomplish the producing task individually. 
Then, we can analyze whether we can find some other MAs to supply the lacking resources 
and make a MA combination to achieve the task. Firstly, we have to find out the LS of the
agent. In this example, MA1 cannot accept the task due to lacking of RK, so LS= (RK).
Through checking Output Sets (OSs) of MAs we can find that RK is an output of MA3. In 
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addition, MA3 can produce RK with its current status. Therefore a combination of MA1 and 
MA3 is generated to execute the task together. 
3.3.3. Optimal task allocation: Sometime, more than one MSs of a PSMAS can execute a
task at the same time. In this case, the PSA needs to be able to allocate the task to the most
suitable MA. Different Production Scheduling Multi-agent Systems (PSMASs) may have 
different optimal solution standards. However, production cost is one of the common standards
that most PSMAS developers need to consider. With CPNs, we can easily prognosticate
producing processes (transitions) and resource consumptions (places) of a production. Hence, 
we also can calculate the cost of a production. For instance, in PSMAS1 (see Figure 4), both
MA3 and MA4 can produce RK. If both of these two agents have enough resource to 
accomplish the production, which one is the optimal choice? We can find the resource
consumptions of MA3 and MA4 from their input matrixes ( and ). The sequence of 
transitions, which represent the sequence of production processes, can be calculated by using 
Equation 1 and 2. Therefore, if the price of each kind of resources and the cost of each
producing processes are available, the production cost can be calculated. Furthermore,
comparing the production cost of MA3 and MA4, the PSA can find out the optimal solution. 
3D 3D
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, dynamic agent coordination is one of the challenge problems of multi-agent
research. One coordination problem is how to achieve agent scheduling under open dynamic
environments. In this paper, we present a CPN based strategy to schedule and allocate new
tasks to suitable agent(s) or agent combinations. CPNs provide an appropriate mathematical
formalism for the description, construction and analysis of distributed and concurrent systems.
Here, we use CPNs to represent the dynamic statuses of agents that can be checked by agent
coordinators at all times. This feature can facilitate agent coordinators make correct and 
optimal decisions. In this paper, Production Scheduling Problems are chosen as the sample
application domain to demonstrate the strategy. However, the strategy can be applied in many
similar applications such as meta-computing scheduling, multi-agent resource allocation and 
supply chain management.
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